[Sp]oiled
Landscapes

Trees, wetlands
and 6,817 oil spills

How can the Van Gogh Museum show
an exhibition celebrating the beauty of
‘unspoiled landscapes’ while it accepts
money from Shell, whose oil spills continue
to pollute and destroy forests, wetlands
and fields around the world?

Partners in Crime
Shell
Oil Spill (detail) 2012
Niger Delta, Nigeria

Why does the Van Gogh Museum chose to
perpetuate the climate crisis and environmental
devastation?

The museum tells us: “Vincent van Gogh saw nature
and art as inseparably linked. Nowhere did he find as

The Van Gogh Museum works with Shell in a

much inspiration, peace and solace as in nature.”
“The Ogoni people live with this pollution every minute

project called Partners in Science. By doing so,

But it’s unlikely that Van Gogh, if he were alive today,

of every day, 365 days a year… Children born in Ogo-

the Van Gogh Museum helps to sanitise Shell’s

would find much solace in the landscapes rendered

niland soon sense oil pollution as the odour of hydro-

public image. The museum said it stands behind

barren by Shell: where oil soaks the soil, suffocating

carbons pervades the air day in, day out.”- UNEP, 2011

its partnership with Shell in a press release published on 15 May 2017, after our last action.

plants and poisoning the water supply.
Shell has not taken UNEP’s recommendations to fully
In the Niger Delta alone, there were 6,817 oil spills

clean up its spills, and Ogoniland remains heavily pol-

The Van Gogh Museum is hypocritical. It pro-

between 1976 and 2001 (UNDP, 2006). Since drilling

luted.

motes cultural values and presents an exhibition

began in 1958, up to 13 million barrels of oil have been

that venerates nature, while it collaborates with a

spilled*. These spills degrade wetlands, kill mangroves,

company that destroys the same values and the

render farmland unusable and poison the water supply

*Niger Delta Natural Resources Damage Assessment and

with carcinogens such as benzene.

Restoration Project, Phase I Scoping Report, May 2006

natural world.

“Sometimes I long so much to do landscape, just as
one would for a long walk to refresh oneself, and in all
of nature, in trees for instance, I see expression and a
soul, as it were.”
Vincent Van Gogh, to his brother Theo, 1882

Environmental racism
Can you imagine the Dutch fields smeared with oil?
It would be impossible for Shell to get away with
similar crimes here. By polluting places that are
largely ‘invisible’ to the Western media and public, and
damaging the health and livelihood of people without a
voice, Shell commits environmental racism.

Shell
Oil Spill (detail) 2012
Niger Delta, Nigeria

Fossil Free Culture NL
A group of artists, activists, researchers and critics
are challenging oil and gas sponsorships of cultural
institutions in order to erode public trust in the fossil
fuel industry.

Artwashing
Shell seems incapable of cleaning up its oil spills,

This is our third and largest action against the Van

but it works hard to clean up its image through

Gogh Museum, and we will keep up the pressure until

‘artwashing’. By associating itself with prestigious

they meet our demands.

cultural institutions, Shell attempts to secure the
social licence it so badly needs to continue to
operate. Shell’s CEO has admitted that erosion of
public trust in their business is a ‘serious issue for
our long-term future’. Ending sponsorship deals and
divesting are key in eroding public trust and forcing
fossil fuel companies to change their criminal
business practices.
Countless museums have already quit their
sponsorship deals with fossil fuel companies,
including the Tate in London. Can the Van Gogh
Museum find the guts to do the same?

We demand that the Van Gogh museum cut
sponsorship ties with Shell immediately!
Get the Shell out!
www.fossilfreeculture.nl
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